In this paper we deal with the von Neumann alternating projection method x k+1 = P A P B x k and with its generalization of the form
Introduction
Let H be a real Hilbert space equipped with a scalar product h ; i and with the norm k k induced by h ; i. Further, let A; B H be nonempty, convex and closed subsets. In the practical considerations one often needs to …nd an element of the intersection A \ B or, more general, to solve the following problem …nd a 2 A and b 2 B such that ka b k = inf a2A;b2B ka bk:
We suppose that this in…mum is attained. Of course, a = b if and only if A \ B 6 = ?. Several optimization problems, e.g. the convex feasibility problem can be reduced to problem (1) (see, e.g., [SY98, Section 2.9] for details). Problems of this kind have many practical applications, e.g. in signal reconstruction (see, e.g. [CB99] or [SY98, Chapter 6]), in image reconstruction or in intensity modulated radiation therapy (see, e.g. [Com96, CZ97, SY98, CGG01, HK02] ), where the convex subsets are described by a large and sparse system of linear equalities or inequalities. An important method generating sequences which converge weakly to a solution of problem (1) is the von Neumann alternating projection method (see, e.g. [Deu01, Chapter 9] or [BB94, Section 4]). In this method, the metric projections onto A and B are successively applied. Recall that for a closed and convex subset D H and for any u 2 H there exists the uniquely determined metric projection P D u. Furthermore, a point y 2 D is the projection P D u if and only if hu y; z yi 0 for all z 2 D,
i.e., inequality (2) characterizes the metric projection P D u (see, e.g. [GK90, Lemma 12 .1] or [BB94, Section 1]). It is known that a 2 A and b 2 B realize the distance between A and B if and only if a = P A b and b = P B a , i.e. a 2 Fix P A P B or b 2 Fix P B P A (see, e.g. [BB94, Lemma 2.2(i)]). Therefore, it is enough to …nd an element of Fix P A P B in order to …nd a solution of problem (1). In this paper we construct a generalization of the von Neumann alternating projection method and prove its Fejér monotonicity with respect to the solution set Fix P A P B , as well as we prove the weak convergence of the method to a solution. Recall that a sequence (x k ) H is called Fejér monotone with respect to a subset D H if for all z 2 D there holds kx k+1 zk kx k zk, k = 1; 2; ::: .
Consider a sequence (x k ) H generated by the following iterative scheme
where the relaxation parameter k 2 [0; 2] and the step size k 0. We call the method (3) the relaxed alternating projection method (RAP-method). If k = k = 1 we obtain the von Neumann alternating projection method (AP-method):
x 0 2 A -arbitrary
(see, e.g. [BB94] ). Some modi…cations of the AP-method (4) for A\B 6 = ? and for B being an obtuse cone, di¤erent from (3) were proposed in [BK04, Section 3], where the projection P B in (4) is replaced by the re ‡ection R B = 2P B I.
One can show that any sequence (x k ) generated by the AP-method (4) converges weakly to an element x 2 Fix P A P B (see, e.g. [BB94, Theorem 4.8 and Lemma 2.2]). Note that Fix P A P B 6 = ? since we have supposed that the in…mum in (1) is attained. If A \ B 6 = ? then any sequence (x k ) generated by the RAP-method (3) converges weakly to an element x 2 Fix P A P B = A \ B if k = 1 and k 2 ["; 2 "], where " > 0 (see, e.g. [BB96, Corollary 3.22] for more general result). Gurin et al. have proposed the following step size in order to accelerate the convergence of the RAP-method in the case A \ B 6 = ?: to an element x 2 Fix P A P B , without assumption A \ B 6 = ?. The answers on these questions are contained in Theorem 15 which is the main results of the paper.
In Sections 2 and 3 we give some su¢ cient conditions for the quasi-nonexpansivity of operators determining RAP-methods. Recall that an operator U : C ! H is quasi-nonexpansive if for all x 2 C and for all z 2 Fix U there holds the inequality kU x zk kx zk (see, e.g. [Hir06] 
Quasi-nonexpansivity of relaxed alternating projections
Let A; B be nonempty, closed and convex subsets of H. De…ne the operator of alternating projections T : A ! A, by the equality
For a constant 2 [0; 2] we call the operator T = (1 )I + T the relaxation of T and the operator P A T the projected relaxation of T . Furthermore, for a relaxation parameter 2 [0; 2] we call the operator T ; : A ! A de…ned by
the operator of relaxed alternating projections (RAP-operator), where the nonnegative step size function (x) depends on x, i.e. is a function, : A ! R + = [0; +1). Of course, T ; = T if (x) = 1 for all x 2 A and = 1. The operator T de…nes the AP-method since the iteration (4) can be written in the form x k+1 = T x k . Similarly, for a function : A ! R + and for a sequence of relaxation parameters ( k ) the operator T ; de…nes the RAP-method by the equality
which is equivalent to (3) with k = (x k ). First we give some properties of the operators T and T ; , which we use later to show the quasi-nonexpansivity of T ; and the weak convergence of a sequence generated by the recurrence (7) for special choices of the step size function : A ! R + .
Lemma 1 Let (x) > 0 for all x 2 A and let > 0. Then Fix T ; = Fix T .
Proof. Denote by N D (y) = fu 2 H : hu y; z yi 0 for all z 2 Dg the normal cone to a closed and convex subset D H at the point y 2 D. By the equivalence
where D H is a closed and convex subset (see, e.g. [HUL93, Chapter 1, Proposition 5.3.3]) and by the obvious fact that N D (y) is a cone, we have
which completes the proof.
It is easily seen that the characterization (2) of the metric projection P D u is equivalent to the condition hz u; P D u ui kP D u uk 2 for any u 2 H and z 2 D.
Denote by = d (A; B) = inf x2A;y2B kx yk the distance between the subsets A and B. As we have supposed in Section 1, is attained, consequently, Fix T 6 = ?.
Lemma 2 Let z 2 Fix T . Then for any x 2 A there holds the inequality hz x; T x xi kT x P B xk 2 ~ kP B x xk + hP B x x; T x xi, (10) where~ 2 [ ; kT x P B xk] is an upper bound of the distance .
Proof. Denote w = P B z. Observe that kz wk = (see, e.g. [BB94, Lemma 2.2(i)]). We have by the characterization (2) of the metric projection and by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, hz P B x; P B x xi = hz w; P B x xi + hw P B x; P B x xi hz w; P B x xi kz wk kP B x xk = kP B x xk.
Therefore, if we apply condition (9) we obtain
Now, (10) follows from the inequality ~ .
Let x 2 A. Denote
be an upper bound of the distance and let T ; be de…ned by (6), where the function : A ! R + is given by
where the symbol^(a; b) denotes the angle between two nonzero vectors a; b 2 H, i.e.^(a; b) = arccos ha;bi kak kbk . Note that (x) is well de…ned since x P B x and T x P B x are obviously nonzero vectors in the …rst case of (14). Furthermore, we have by the characterization of the metric projection P A (P B x)
consequently,
Lemma 3 Let x 2 A and let the step size (x) be de…ned by (13). Then
Proof. Inequality (17) is clear if x 2 Fix T or P B x 2 A. Suppose now that x = 2 Fix T and P B x = 2 A. Denote a = P B x x, b = T x x and c = P B x T x. Of course a; b; c 6 = 0 and (x) =^(a; c). Observe that b = a c,~ kck, and that the function y 7 ! y+ y+2
is increasing for y > 2 . Therefore, for = 1 cos (x), we have
(1 cos (x))(
Lemma 4 Let x 2 A be such that T x = 2 Fix T . Then (x) 2 (0; 2 ) and, consequently, the vectors x P B x and T x P B x are linearly independent.
Proof. Suppose that (x) = 0, i.e.
T x P
for some > 0. By the equivalence (8) we have x P B x 2 N B (P B x), consequently, (x P B x) 2 N B (P B x) and, again by the equivalence (8),
Now we obtain by (18) and (19)
a contradiction with the assumption T x = 2 Fix T . Therefore, (x) > 0. Furthermore, (x) < 2 by (16). Consequently, the vectors x P B x and T x P B x are linearly independent.
Remark 5 Accordingly to Lemma 4, we can stop RAP-algorithm (3) with T x k 2 Fix T if we state that P B x k x k and T x k P B x k are linearly dependent.
Let x 2 A be such that T x = 2 Fix T . Let y 2 a (x; P B x; T x) be a solution of the system
where~ 2 [ ; kT x P B xk]. By Lemma 4 such a solution is de…ned uniquely.
Lemma 6 Let x 2 A be such that T x = 2 Fix T . The step size (x) given by (13) is characterized by the equality hx + (x)(T x x) y; T x xi = 0
Proof. For y being a solution of the system (20)-(21) and for any we have hx + (T x x) y; T x xi = hx y; T x xi + kT x xk 2 = hx P B x; T x xi + hP B x y; T x xi + kT x xk 2 = hx P B x; T x xi + hP B x y; T x P B xi +hP B x y; P B x xi + kT x xk 2 = hx P B x; T x xi kT x P B xk 2 +~ kP B x xk + kT x xk 2 .
Therefore, equalities (22) and (13) are equivalent.
Lemma
Proof. The Lemma follows directly from Lemma 2 and from equality (13).
Theorem 8
Consequently, the operator T ; de…ned by (6) is quasi-nonexpansive for 2 [0; 2].
Proof. Let z 2 Fix T , x 2 A and 0. Of course z = P A z. We have by the nonexpansivity of the metric projection P A and by Lemma 7
and we see that T ; is quasi-nonexpansive if 2 [0; 2].
Remark 9 Let A \ B 6 = ? and let x 2 A B. We have = 0 and the step size given by (13) with~ = 0 has the form In this case the RAP-method is equivalent to the extrapolated alternating projection method (see [BCK06,  
equality (4.35)]).
Lemma 10 Let A \ B 6 = ? and let x 2 A B. Then we have
i.e. the step size (x) de…ned by (24) is not shorter than the proposed by Gurin et. al (equality (25)). Furthermore, both step sizes are equal if A is a closed a¢ ne subspace.
Proof. Observe that = 0 since A \ B 6 = ? and that x = 2 Fix T since Fix T = A \ B for A \ B 6 = ?. It follows from the characterization of the metric projection P A (P B x) that hx T x; P B x T xi 0.
If we apply inequality (27), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the nonexpansivity of the metric projection P A and the fact x 6 = T x we easily obtain 0 < kT x xk 2 hP B x x; T x xi kP B x xk 2 .
A simple computation shows that kT x P B xk 2 + hP B x x; T x xi kT x xk 2 = kT x xk 2 + kP B x xk 2 hP B x x; T x xi kT x xk 2 .
If we apply the last equality we easily see that (26) is equivalent to the inequality
hP B x x; T x xi)(hP B x; T x xi kT x xk 2 ) 0 which is true by (28). Suppose now that A is a closed a¢ ne subspace. The equality in (26) follows easily from the fact that hT x P B x; T x xi = 0 for A being an a¢ ne subspace.
Quasi-nonexpansivity of the RAP-operator for closed and a¢ ne A
In this Section we suppose that A H is a closed a¢ ne subspace. In this case x + (T x x) 2 A for any x 2 A and 2 R, where T = P A P B . Consequently, the RAP-operator T ; : A ! A de…ned by (6) has the form
and one iteration of the RAP-method has the form
It is known that for A being an a¢ ne subspace the operator T = P A P B restricted to A is …rmly nonexpansive [Com94, Proposition 3i)] and that the RAP-method converges to an element of Fix T for k = 1 and for k 2 ["; 2 "], where " > 0 [Com94, Theorem 1] (see, e.g. [GK90, Chapter 12] for the de…ni-tion and the properties of …rmly nonexpansive operators). We generalize these results. We start with the following Lemma.
Lemma 11 Let A H be a closed a¢ ne subspace and B H be a closed and convex subset. For all x; y 2 A there holds the inequality, hT x T y; x yi kT x T yk 2 + (kT x P B xk kT y P B yk) 2 .
Proof. Since the metric projection P A is a …rmly nonexpansive operator (see, e.g. [BB96, Fact 1.5]), we have for any u; v 2 H hT u T v; P B u P B vi kT u T vk 2 .
Further, for any u; v 2 A we have, by the a¢ nity of A,
and
The characterization of the metric projection P B v yields
for any u; v 2 H. Let now x; y 2 A. It follows from (31)-(34) and from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that hT x T y; x yi = hT x T y; P B x P B yi + hT x T y; (x P B x) (y P B y)i kT x T yk 2 +h(T x P B x) + (P B x P B y) + (P B y T y); (x P B x) (y P B y)i = kT x T yk 2 + hT x P B x; x P B xi hT x P B x; y P B yi +hP B x P B y; x P B xi + hP B y P B x; y P B yi +hP B y T y; x P B xi + hT y P B y; y P B yi kT x T yk 2 + kT x P B xk 2 (hT x P B x; y T yi hP B x T x; T y P B yi) + hP B y T y; x T xi +hP B y T y; T x P B xi + kT y P B yk 2 kT x T yk 2 + kT x P B xk 2 2kP B x T xk kT y P B yk +kT y P B yk 2 = kT x T yk 2 + (kT x P B xk kT y P B yk) 2 , which completes the proof.
Corollary 12 (Combettes, 1994) Let A H be a closed a¢ ne subspace and B H be a closed and convex subset. Then the operator T : A ! A, T = P A P B is …rmly nonexpansive.
Let the function : A ! R + be de…ned by
for x = 2 Fix T and (x) = 1 for x 2 Fix T , where~ is given by (12).
Lemma 13 Let z 2 Fix T , x 2 A and let (x) be de…ned by (35). There holds the inequality hz x; T x xi (x)kT x xk 2 .
Proof. The Lemma is obvious for x 2 Fix T . Let now x = 2 Fix T . Since = kT z P B zk we have by Lemma 11 hz x; T x xi = kT x xk 2 + hz T x; T x xi = kT x xk 2 + hT z T x; z xi kT z T xk 2 kT x xk 2 + (kT x P B xk kT z P B zk)
and the Lemma follows now from equality (35).
Corollary 14
Let A H be a closed a¢ ne subspace and B H be a closed and convex subset. Further, let T ; : A ! A be de…ned by (29) where is de…ned by (35). Then for any x 2 A, z 2 Fix T and 0 there holds the inequality
consequently, T ; is quasi-nonexpansive for 2 [0; 2].
Proof. Let x 2 A, z 2 Fix T and 0. We have by Lemma 13
Now we see that that for 2 [0; 2] the operator T ; is quasi-nonexpansive.
Convergence of the RAP-method
We consider in this Section two cases of the RAP-method (3) with k 2 ["; 2 "] for " > 0:
(i) A; B H are closed convex subsets and the step size k is given by
(ii) A H is a closed a¢ ne subspace, B H is a closed convex subset and the step size k is given by
In both cases~
Theorem 15 In both cases (i) and (ii) the sequence (x k ) converges weakly to an element x 2 Fix T .
Proof. By Lemma 1 we have Fix T ; = Fix T . If we set x = x k in inequality (23) or in inequality (36) if A is a closed and a¢ ne subspace, we obtain in both cases for any z 2 Fix T
Therefore, (kx k zk) converges as a nonincreasing sequence. Consequently,
since for k given by (37) we have k 1 2 (see Lemma 3), for a closed a¢ ne subspace A and for k given by (38) we have k 1, and k (2 k ) " 2 > 0. Let (x n k ) be any weakly convergent subsequence of (x k ) and let x 2 A be the weak limit of x n k . Note that such a subsequence exists since (x k ) is bounded. Since T is nonexpansive we have by (39) that x 2 Fix T (see, e.g. [BB96, Fact 1.2]). We have proved that all weak cluster points of (x k ) lie in Fix T . Furthermore, Fix T is closed and convex (see, e.g. [BB94, Lemma 2.2 (ii)]). Since the sequence (x k ) is Fejér monotone with respect to Fix T , it converges weakly to some point x 2 Fix T , see [BB96, Theorem 2.16 (ii)].
The results of preliminary numerical experiments
In this Section we present the results of preliminary numerical tests for problem (1), where H = R n .
Problems
We consider the following test problems: 2 and
P2. A is a hyperplane and B = B(z; 1) is a ball in R n . We consider this problem for various distances d = inf y2A kz yk. Of course, = d (A; B) = maxf0; d 1g, consequently, A \ B 6 = ? if and only if d 1. Without loss of generality we suppose that n = 2, A = f( 1 ; 2 ) 2 R 2 : 2 = dg for d 2 R + and B = B((0; 0); 1). We set x 0 = (3; d) 2 R 2 as the starting point. The exact solution of (1) can be easily evaluated analytically for the test problem P1, x = (0; d) for d 1 and
Note that in all problems the starting point x 0 2 R n belongs to A.
Tests
Now we present the results of numerical tests for the following methods:
AP -the von Neumann alternating projection method (4), applied to problem (1), RAP1 -the relaxed alternating projection method (3), where the step size k is de…ned by (37), applied to problem (1), RAP2 -the relaxed alternating projection method (3), where the step size k is de…ned by (38), applied to problem (1) with a¢ ne A, GPR -the method proposed by Gurin-Polyak-Raik, i.e. the relaxed alternating projection method (3), where the step size k is de…ned by (5), applied to problem (1) with A \ B 6 = ?.
In the presented tests we employ various values of constant relaxation parameter k = 2 (0; 2). For the methods RAP1 and RAP2 we consider two cases:
(i) the value is known and we set~ k = in (37) and in (38),
(ii) we set~ k = k = kT x k P B x k k in (37) and in (38).
For both test problems P1 and P2 we know the exact solution x of (1) and we apply the condition kx k x k " or x k 2 A \ B as the stopping criterion. Let k denotes the number of iterations after which the corresponding algorithm terminates. All tested methods were programmed in MATLAB 6.1.
In Table 1 , we present the numerical results of the methods AP, GPR and RAP1(i), for problem P1 with A \ B 6 = ? for various distances d between the centres of two balls and for various optimality tolerances ". The results of RAP1(i) are presented for three values of relaxation parameter (note that the methods AP and GPR are originally constructed only for = 1). The results for = 1 are repeated in Figure 1 . We see that for all optimality tolerances the behavior of the methods RAP1(i) and GPR is similar and is considerably better than for the AP-method. Observe, that RAP1(i) behaves a little bit better if > 1. In Table 2 , we compare the methods AP, RAP1(i) and RAP1(ii), for problem P1 for various optimality tolerances ". We consider here both cases:
The results for d > 2 are repeated in Figure 2 . Note that we cannot apply GPR if A \ B = ?. Observe that RAP1(i) behaves essentially better than RAP1(ii) and than the AP-method. The most considerable di¤erences are in case d = 2. In this case RAP1(i) behaves very well while RAP1(ii) as well as the AP-method converge very slowly because of zigzagging (the angle between the vectors P B x k x k and P A P B x k P B x k is close to for x k closed to the solution x ). In Table 3 , we present the results of numerical tests for problem P2. We compare RAP2(i) (~ k = ) and RAP2(ii) (~ k = k ). In the second case k = 1 for both methods. Furthermore, for = 1 RAP2(ii) reduces to the AP-method. We set d = 1 (the hyperplane A is tangent to B in the solution x ). For such d the termination of RAP2(ii) requires essentially more iterations than the of RAP2(i). Note that in this case A and B are almost "parallel" near the solution and the angle between the vectors P B x k x k and P A P B x k P B x k is close to . We observe a small in ‡uence of parameter on the convergence. Furthermore, the behavior of RAP2(i) is essentially better (we use here the known distance between A and B) than the of RAP2(ii). Table 3 : Numerical results of RAP2 for problem P2 method ! RAP2(i) RAP2(ii) RAP2(i) RAP2(ii) RAP2(i) RAP2(ii) ! 1 be observed if A \ B consists of one point or the distance is close to zero and the subsets A and B are almost "parallel" close to the solution.
